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MS. ERBE:  This week on “To the Contrary,” first, an interview with Angelina 

Jolie about her new movie and a statement to end the use of rape as a tool of war.  Then, 

Michelle Obama starts tweeting, creating a buzz about her role in the upcoming 

campaign. 

 

(Musical break.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Hello.  I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Welcome to “To the Contrary,” a 

discussion of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.   

 

Up first, Angelina Jolie – the Academy award-winning actress makes her debut as 

a movie director and writer with “In the Land of Blood and Honey.”  I sat down with her 

and the stars of her new movie this week to discuss the movie’s influence and the role of 

powerful women in Hollywood. 

 

(Begin video segment.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  The movie tells the story of Danijel, a Bosnian Serb, and Ajla, a 

Bosnian Muslim.  The couple – lovers before the war – are torn apart by the ethnic 

conflict.  Jolie conceived the movie to show the impact of the Bosnian war on the people 

who lived through it and as a statement against rape as a tool of war. 

 

Why this movie and why now? 

 

ANGELINA JOLIE [Director/Writer/Producer “In the Land of Milk and 

Honey”]:  Well, I didn’t intend on becoming a director.  I didn’t want to direct a movie.  I 

just – I spent 10 years traveling around the world in conflict and post-conflict zones.  And 

I was very moved by the situations and the people I met, and I felt compelled to – and 

frustrated by lack of intervention and violence against women.  And I wanted to do 

something.   

 

So I kind of sat and I decided to write in a script form as an exercise.  And I chose 

Bosnia because it was my generation.  I was 17.  And I realized how little I knew and, 

yet, I traveled to Europe during that time.  I was so close.  And I knew nothing but just a 

few generalizations.  And I felt a responsibility to educate myself.  And then, from that it 

kind of just kept evolving, and then, suddenly, there was a script, and, suddenly, there 

was a cast, and, suddenly, here we are.   

 

MS. ERBE:  You said you never intended to direct, but, in a sense, could you see 

this as a breakout movie for yourself, because it is the first time you’re directing? 

 

MS. JOLIE:  I mean, technically, suddenly you turn around and somebody says, 

you’re a director.  But, you know, I’m just – I’m somebody that loves history.  I’m 

somebody that cares about these issues, and I was just compelled to tell this story.  So I 

don’t know if this is the beginning of a career change as much as this is just – I needed to 



tell this story and, in order to do that, I had to change careers.  But I don’t know if I’ll so 

compelled to do it again.  I hope so.  I had a wonderful experience.  But it was a very 

special, very unique experience with a great, great cast and great crew. 

 

MS. ERBE:  When casting for the film, Jolie’s name was left out of any materials 

given to actors.  And after she was revealed as the director, writer and producer, many of 

the cast were excited. 

 

What was it like working with her? 

 

ZANA MARJONOVIC [“Ajla”]:  It was beautiful.  It was very, very special in 

the sense that it was a very emotionally and intellectually very demanding project.  We 

did a lot of research.  I was really surprised in the sense that – and even felt a bit 

awkward because Angelina knew more about my country than I did historically and 

exactly what happened in the war.  And she spoke to very many people, different people, 

Bosnians, and people from both sides of the conflict, which is also very important for this 

film, but also experts.  It’s an art form and it’s not a documentary, but it’s the truth. 

 

MS. ERBE:  What do you hope being in this film will help accomplish globally? 

 

GORAN KOSTIC [“Danijel”]:  Well, I hope it will start dialogue.  This may be – 

it’s part to the – also in the sense of dialogue locally but then globally it’s just sadly 

another reminder of what can happen when things go out of control and you do nothing 

about things like the conflict in Yugoslavia, in Bosnia itself. 

 

MS. MARJONOVIC:  I think it’s tremendously important that this film is being 

made.  And I’m really honored and proud that I got to be a part of it.  On the one hand, on 

one side, it’s also really important that Angelina Jolie is the person who wrote and 

directed this script, this film, because, hopefully, it will be seen by many people.  And 

this way it will remind them of what happened in Bosnia and Herzegovina.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Do you have hope that the role you played, as a mother, as 

somebody who lost family and more could really have the effect of stopping this in the 

future?  And how would that work? 

 

MS. MARJONOVIC:  That would be too naïve to believe.  But already I’m really 

more than happy that we already bring the subject up and that we came back to this war 

and tragedy that happened in Bosnia, because, obviously, it hasn’t been treated enough 

and it’s something that should be used as an example that it can happen in very highly 

civilized societies. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And Jolie hopes her script and vision will shed light on a recent war 

that she believes doesn’t get enough attention, a war that devastated so many women. 

 

What’s the narrative that you hope women will get from this movie and how do 

you hope to help women generally? 



 

MS. JOLIE:  Well, I think women I met – I mean, I hope – I think – it’s 

interesting I think that a lot of men are very affected by the violence against women in 

this, just as much, of course, as the women are stunned by it, and women tend to care 

about women’s issues and we focus on them and we become more aware of them.  But 

it’s also very important for the men to be disturbed by what they see and to now want to 

behave in such a manner, and to be conscious of what’s happening around the world to 

their mothers and sisters and daughters.   

 

So we hope – we’ve always hoped that it would just – we never had the I think 

grand goal that we could change anything, but we hope that at least the importance of 

discussion and bringing things into the debate, just to be able to discuss with you on this 

show that there’s violence against women around the world, that the rape is used as a tool 

of war.  These are things that are ongoing.  These are things that happened during this 

war and this is something we must be very conscious of and address how to tackle this 

and how to stop it.  So even that opportunity to say that is why we made this film. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Do you hold out hope that having directed and produced could really 

have the effect of stopping this in the future? 

 

MS. JOLIE:  The important thing is to be able to discuss what happened and be 

able to move forward.  And everybody in this cast was born in Yugoslavia and now 

everybody’s tied to something different and separated, and their children are separated in 

that way.  And this idea of bringing people back together, even the cast coming back 

together, and choosing to make a film together, and that is being embraced in the area 

that deals with such heavy issues is something that just seemed impossible. 

 

MS. ERBE:  And for the tabloid favorite, this new movie doesn’t mean she’s done 

with acting. 

 

You are already an acclaimed actress and have been named by many magazines 

as the most beautiful in the world.  Do you – has that – are you directing to maybe fight 

back against that in some way or become more serious, more intellectual, shall we say?  

And how has that – I mean, there are obviously incredible benefits to that, but what are 

the drawbacks? 

 

MS. JOLIE:  You know, I don’t think about that – you know, with mothers, you 

know, we wake up and we make sure our kids are okay and deal with birthday parties.  

And, you know, I’m the person in the robe trying to make the coffee before everyone.  

You know, you don’t see yourself as the world has decided to see you or judge you.  To 

me, I look in the mirror and I see my mother, who passed away a few years ago, and I’m 

very grateful that I recognize her face in mine.  And so I’m – it makes me feel happy.   

 

But the world’s perception of me has never – I’ve always tried to do my best and 

stay honest, but I’ve never been guided because of somebody’s opinion of me.  So I’ve – 



you know, I’m evolving as a person and hopefully my work is evolving and myself as a 

woman is evolving, naturally, like all women. 

 

(End video segment.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  So, Congresswoman Edwards, is this a breakthrough for women in 

Hollywood, women directors, addressing women’s issues? 

 

DEL. EDWARS:  Well, I think it’s a step, but I think it remains to be seen 

whether a film like this, addressing really serious issues about violence against women 

translates into long-term commercial success on really intellectually challenging issues.  I 

don’t know. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  I commend Angelina Jolie.  She’s a change agent.  But the 

congresswoman is right.  In Hollywood it’s about how much money you can make on a 

film.  It’s about commercializing the film and what can come back to the producer.  So I 

don’t know if this is a breakthrough.  I think we have a long way to go. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  You know what?  I think it’s not really meant to be a hugely 

popular money-making film.  And I think these are two really fundamental issues of our 

time: rape as a tool of war, an ethnic conflict that’s really all over the globe a huge 

problem.  So, you know, I think it’s really worth while just to raise the profile of those 

issues. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  Yes.  I think it’s a double-edged sword for women.  I mean, 

having women as directors is a wonderful thing.  It sorts of opens the door for them, and, 

obviously, focuses on an important women’s issue, a so-called women’s issue.  But it can 

also pigeonhole a woman doing just – directing movies and films that are just for women.  

And so I think it could be a double-edged sword in that regard. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, but do you think she would get pigeonholed that way? 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  No. 

 

MS. ERBE:  I mean, she’s about the biggest box office draw that – aside from her  

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  – as an action hero. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Right.  (Laughter.)  Right.  That’s true too.  Right. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  She’s very talented and she’s very beautiful but I think 

Cheri is right.  Dealing with Hollywood, if you go and you want to do just black films, 

like Spike Lee – he’s been very, very successful with that.  Did that pigeonhole him?  We 

can look at Tyler Perry.  And it’s a woman only doing women’s films, how will you 

make money off of that? 

 



MS. CONNIFF:  I don’t think this is a women’s film, though.  I think, actually, 

one of the questions I have – and I have not seen it.  I’ve seen the trailers in the theater 

and thought, oh, man.  This is going to be a lot to swallow.  It’s the combination of the 

love story and the rape as a tool of war narrative that actually makes me a little queasy.  

And I think it’s not a women’s approach to the issue of rape. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  I didn’t say it was a women’s – I didn’t say that it was a 

women’s film.  The question was asked about women just addressing women’s issue.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Yes. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  No.  This is not a film about women.  This is about war.  

And it’s bringing – actually attention too. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  And I don’t know it’s aimed at women. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  But it’s from a woman’s perspective more or less.  And I think –  

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Okay. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  But Angelina Jolie maybe she can be that exception to the rule 

because she already has obviously a high profile as a successful actress.  She’s not 

somebody who’s behind the scenes that you’ve only heard of in terms of being a director.  

So perhaps she can break through that and use her celebrity as a successful actress to 

make sure that she doesn’t get pigeonholed, but for somebody who doesn’t have that 

celebrity, it might be difficult. 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  I mean, I think that this is – I mean, this is such a challenging 

realm of things.  I mean, there are so many multiple layers of conflict presented in this 

film that make it stand out on its own: for us to examine the way in which rape and 

sexual violence is used in war – but we had that Rwanda, in Sudan, in Congo, and in 

Bosnia. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Yes.  Yes.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Just about every war, right? 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  Overly important, just about every way.  And so that on its 

own is really important.  Examining the next step about where women directors go and 

what the glass ceiling is for so many women in Hollywood I think it’s a bigger question. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, let me turn the question around a little bit and ask – Kathryn 

Bigelow, 2010, “The Hurt Locker,” nothing to do with women’s issues, except perhaps 

maybe how that Marine treated his wife and just completely ignored her when he did go 

home, and then took off for the Middle East again because he was so used to the drama of 

war, needed the energy.  But with Kathryn Bigelow doing a war film that won all kinds 



of awards, and now Jolie, who’s an Academy award-winning actress, is there a trajectory 

maybe where we should talk about that women in order to make it as directors have to 

take on war films, sort of the most manly thing that films can be about in order to break 

through? 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  Well, if you look at men as directors, I mean, the kinds of 

films that are coming up, the big commercial successes that come out of Hollywood are 

not things that everyone would necessarily put on their “I have to go see list because I 

want to be intellectually challenged.”  And I don’t think that that’s going to be any 

different for women directors.   

 

And, you know, we’ve always – whether it’s in this industry or a whole range of 

other industries, women still have – we have a long way to go to make it to that kind of – 

whether it’s a commercial success and film, or it’s success in politics, or it’s success in 

corporations to punch through that ceiling. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Even women that have been in the entertainment industry – 

Gail Berman, who’s the former head of entertainment for Fox Entertainment Group, she 

helped create “Buffy, the Vampire Slayer.”  She even said that there’s not even a crack in 

the ceiling.  I mean, here you have Shari Redstone, where Redstone over Viacom said, 

my daughter is not going to second in command.  So it’s a challenge for us and I think in 

all industries, and especially Hollywood. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  Well, I think – here’s the other thing.  This isn’t politics, but 

I’ve noticed, and certainly in entertainment – we notice these women who do these 

fabulous things.  They have to be so fantastic.  Do they have to be twice as good as men 

in order to be considered half as good, there’s still a little bit of that there, not as much as 

there was a decade or two ago, but I think it’s still out there.   

 

And my goal – I remember when I was younger and working on Capitol Hill, my 

friends and I were just these young baby staffers, and it was – and we see these wonderful 

women in Congress from both parties and these women were so smart, so fabulous, so 

educated, so everything and we looked up to them and then we thought, but there’s so 

few of them.  We thought, won’t it be great – we look forward to the day when we can 

have just as many mediocre women in Congress as we have men.  (Laughter.)  We don’t 

need these superlatives where they have to be the absolute best in order just to squeeze in 

there as law members.   

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  I think that women are held at a higher standard though.  

When we mess up, then it really makes news, especially in politics. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Who are you talking about? 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  I mean – well, look at Michele Bachmann.  And unlike 

Michele Bachmann, any step that she made – Sarah Palin.  I mean, any step that she 

made, if she made a mistake, it was out there.   



 

MS. ERBE:  Wait a second.  I think Sarah Palin was a lot better received than 

Michele Bachmann, and with good reason.  She seems – again, she seems a lot smarter 

and even though she had problems initially getting started and getting versed in the 

issues, when she finally did, she came out looking pretty smart. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  But still I think they were much harder – they’re much 

harder on women than they are on men. 

 

MS. JACOBUS (?):  I think it was a little bit better for Bachmann. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Well, you got at that when you asked Angelina Jolie if she was 

fighting back against being called the world’s most beautiful woman with this film as if 

somehow you could not be both beautiful and smart.  And I don’t know if this is a smart 

movie or not, but what she is doing is taking on a very important issue.   

 

And this war was a little while ago.  It was in the ’90s.  And a lot of people have 

not been thinking about it lately.  But, in some ways, she’s taking on a very current issue.  

And the Bosnian Muslims – you know, they were polled right after the war started, and 

93 percent of them were in favor of a multi-ethnic, multi-religious society.  So Sarajevo 

was this incredibly cosmopolitan place.  And what’s she documenting is how even in a 

place like that, you can have this incredibly atrocity happen where people are divided up.  

And, in some ways, that was in the Dayton Accords made permanent.  They divided it up.  

The Serbs sort of won with that.   

 

So she’s taking this thing on.  She’s talking about Muslims who’ve really 

especially since 9/11 been seen as this terribly violent parochial people being – you 

know, being cosmopolitan and in favor of a multi-ethnic society and the defense of that.  

And I think from a woman’s perspective, the defense of a modern, secular, multi-ethnic 

society is really current topic.  I think she’s doing something important.  You know, she’s 

also pretty.  (Laughter.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Last word, Donna. 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  Well, and in fact I think that what Angelina Jolie 

demonstrates is that in Hollywood, you can be multiple things.  You don’t just have to 

play on one field.  Men don’t play on one field.  She doesn’t play on one field either. 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  From women in Hollywood, to women on the campaign 

trail. 

 

@MichelleObama – that’s where you can find the first lady on Twitter.  Michelle 

Obama instantly amassed thousands of followers when she joined the social networking 

giant this week.  Although campaign staffers will manage the Twitter posts, Mrs. 

Obama’s personal tweets will end with the initials MO.  The account is believed to be an 

indication of the first lady’s commitment to playing a major role in the upcoming 



presidential election.  Spouses’ support is hardly new on the campaign trail.  Over the last 

few months, the wives of Republican presidential hopefuls have received national 

attention for standing by and defending their men. 

 

All right.  Angela, I find it kind of ironic that Michelle Obama starts tweeting in a 

week when the “New Yorker” ran an article about her and the president and how she 

particularly hates the public aspect, if you believe the article – which was well sourced – 

that she hates being out there all the time and she wants to have it both ways: raise her 

kids in a private environment and be married to the president of the United States. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  She’s a powerhouse.  She is someone that can help this 

president win reelection.  Who knew?  The first lady going to Target?  She can relate to 

the common wife.  She can relate to the carrier woman.  So I think that is very powerful 

that she’s started her Twitter account.  And Obama, even when he was running for office, 

after every debate – now he’s on his Twitter – yes – I mean, he would talk about –  

 

MS. ERBE:  You and 11 million others. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Yes, but I received a tweet.  He would talk about the debate 

and what he did.  And I thought it was very smart, but to have Michelle Obama do that, I 

believe that she can bring more women to actually support the president. 

 

MS. ERBE:  You think so?  Will she help reenergize the base? 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  I think she will.  People love Michelle Obama.  I mean, they 

do.  They love what she’s doing around obesity.  And they love what she’s doing around 

military families and military kids.  I tweeted her this morning.  I hope she tweets me 

back.  But I think that she’s a very powerful force.  And, frankly, I don’t think that she 

behaves any differently with respect to supporting the president and her husband than any 

other first lady.  It’s what we would expect first ladies to do. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Her voice is so powerful.  I mean, I think that was a huge boost 

during his first campaign, and the idea that here’s a woman who truly gets it, whose own 

mother had to help with the kids so that she could pursue her career, who was very open 

about how hard it was when he was gone all the time, when he was in the Senate in 

Illinois.  I mean, it was really a powerful statement that people like me could completely 

relate to.  And even now, on the left, where there’s a lot of disappointment with Obama, 

there’s this kind of compartmentalized phenomenon where you’re not satisfied with the 

big bailout and other policies, but their family is fabulous.  It’s a fabulous symbol.  And 

there’s a lot of warm feeling that she taps into there. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  Can I burst some bubbles here?  No.  She’s terrific.  I think 

she’s been a good first lady and there’s been some bumps along the way.  But here’s the 

hard truth about politics.  Your family members, including your spouse, can’t help you 

get elected or reelected.  They can’t hurt you.  That’s what most political consultants 

understand.  In that regard, I think the fact that she can –  



 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Cheri, Ann Romney helped Mitt Romney in New 

Hampshire by doing this commercial stating – and I usually agree – we usually agree on 

certain things, but by doing this commercial, by saying, I trust my husband, the reason 

why I married him, that there was consistency there, and that helped boost him in New 

Hampshire and in Iowa. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Because he’s flip-flapped on everything else. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  And even if you look at JFK, I think that his wife actually 

helped him as well.   

 

MS. JACOBUS:  They can be supportive.  They can help boost up the positives 

that are already there, but, generally speaking, that’s not how people make their choices 

when they’re going into the voting booth to cast their vote.  They just don’t. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Yes, but we were taking before the taping started about the most 

important thing in any election is getting the vote out.  Can’t she in particular – and let’s 

also talk about the GOP wives.  Can they help energize the base?  Can they give them a 

reason to get out the door that morning and go to vote? 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Ann Romney, the last go-round when Mitt ran, she actually 

came to Washington, D.C., met with a group of women, actually meeting – you know, 

behind every great man there’s a great woman.  So, actually, meeting the spouse I think 

helps.  I think it can actually make a decision on who you vote for. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Michelle Obama talked about meeting Barack Obama at the 

convention.  It was a – I think they were really deft in how they played that.  She talked 

about – who’s this guy Barack Obama?  What kind of a name is that?  She was a stand-in 

–  

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  But that’s why she was a stand-in for the public and saying, 

okay.  I am going to make this guy – I’m going to be you and I’m going to say, this was 

my reaction and this is how I was sold.  And I think that was a powerful tool. 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  It reinforces what’s already there.  It does not make the 

difference.  They have to be a positive.  They have to be a part of the whole positive 

message.  They have to be a very – you know, be part of that package.  But the main 

thing is they can’t mess up because they made the difference when they mess up and 

become a problem, any family member. 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  All I know is that I think that whenever you have your family 

members around you, it helps us in the public to see who you are for real.  And you get 

very few opportunities to do that – a spouse, children, other family members help to do 



that.  And whether that’s on a local level or it’s the president of the United States, and in 

that respect I think Michelle Obama does her husband really well. 

 

MS. ERBE:  What about the GOP wives, or spouses in the case of Michele 

Bachmann? 

 

DEL. EDWARDS:  I think the same thing.  I mean, I’ve watched a number of the 

debates and the sort of campaign scenes.  And I think it helps me to get a little sense 

about these candidates that I didn’t have before.  And I think that’s true whether they’re 

Republicans or Democrats. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  And the flipside of the Romney story is Newt Gingrich, right, 

where there you’re talking about a potential negative because every time Callista shows 

up, people are reminded, what about those other wives?  And that’s important to their 

base. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  But, too, when that did come up, he answered that he wasn’t 

perfect and I think that helps him as well.  Now he’s hurting himself but before he started 

hurting himself, it helped people know that he’s human too. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  I don’t know how many people relate to that.   

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  Bill Clinton could.  Not leaving Hillary, but –  

 

MS. CONNIFF:  He’s not running this year. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  I know, but still –  

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Nor is he running in the Republican primary. 

 

MS. MCGLOWAN:  And I think dealing with infidelity I think right now with 

people living from paycheck to paycheck, people losing their jobs, I really think that that 

doesn’t weigh in as much as it did in the past. 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Yes, I agree. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Quickly, Cheri, as a GOP consultant and steeped in politics, did 

Michele Bachmann’s husband help her or hurt her with his Christian counseling thing 

and being really stuck on trying to fix homosexuals? 

 

MS. JACOBUS:  That’s a very good example of what I was talking about.  The 

main thing they needed to do with Marcus is make sure that he was not a detriment.  And 

that’s what you have to do with spouses and family members.  That’s a big challenge in a 

campaign.   

 

MS. ERBE:  And was he? 



 

MS. JACOBUS:  I think he was getting to that point where he was being 

discussed so much and became such an issue where it was borderline.  In the end, I don’t 

think that is why she had to drop out or anything like that.  That had nothing to do with it.  

But the challenge is to make sure that family members are not a negative.  And that’s 

why you do these other things.  That’s the only reason you do these other things to make 

it seem like you’re helping. 

 

MS. ERBE:  Terrific.  Thank you.  That’s it for this edition of “To the Contrary.”  

Next week, mandated paid parental leave.   

 

And catch up with us Thursday at 9:00 p.m. Eastern Time for a tweet chat on 

parental leave.  That’s 9:00 p.m.  We’ll join “Working Mother” magazine for that chat.  

More information on our website, pbs.org/ttc.   

 

And please check our website for “TTC Extra.”  This week we’ll discuss the 

impact of an increasing number of young female reporters on the campaign trail.  And 

whether your views are in agreement or to the contrary, please join us next time. 

 

(END) 

 


